SEVEN SENldM M

TO PHI BETA KAPPA :

Institute Of lateriiational ¦Education
:
Sponsors Lectures By M, Frederix. - V

Four . Women And Three Men
Are Named To Receive Honors

Is Opp ortunity To
Get Information On
European Situation

Thursday and Friday of this week.
M. Pierre Frederix, noted French
writer, is to deliver a series of lectures on various phases of French
culture and pro blems- Brought to
Colby by Professor William J. "Wilkinson, M. Frederix has been lecturing
during February and March under the
ausp ices of the Institute of International Education of New York City.
M. Frederix began his lectures on
the Pacific coast and came east via
the Northern and Central states. Under- the former Cooperative lectur e
Plan of the Institute,The visited colleges and universities of the South
last Fall. Letters of appreciation
concerning those lectures indicate
that he made a most excellent impression and that his lectures -were of
definite value in informing and broadening the horizons of his audiences.
M. Frederix is a 'Xicencie d'histoire" and a "Licencie en droit"—
which correspond to Master of Arts in
the fields of history amd in law-—in
the University of Paris. That his
comments on the problem of war and
peace hav e a basis , of experience is indicated by his three year service in
the Great War.
In 1925, he. began his literary work
and since 1931, has devoted , himself
to writing- and journalism. He is the
author of "L'Ange et le Couronne,"
(Continued on page 6)

Forum Pr esents
"The Great Choice "

Athletic Associat ion
Awards Letters
And Numerals

Guptill Miller,
^
Marriner , Topalian
Win Hallo well Prizes

Numerals and letters were awarded
to 58. students for participation in
basketball,- track and hockey by vote
of the athletic council .last - night.
Managers for-these, sports; .next year
and a baseball manager . for this year
were also named..-.
The council appointed Frank . Burchell to fill the ^acated _ position of
baseball manager this spring. He is
a senior -'and member of Phi Delta
Theta.
Leon To "bii_ will manage, basketball
next year and Joseph Chernauskas
will serve in a similar positron for
hockey.
Nine basketball letters were -awarded to Bus Burrill (Captain) , Al Rimosukas, Gil Peters, Victor Malins,
Clyd e Hatch, Mike Spina, Richard
Hopkins; Maynard Irish, and Kenneth
Stanley, manager.
.Only four men received ., -varsity
letters for indoor track. They are
Carl Hodges, James Chase, John Daggett , and Jay Cochrane.
Varsity hockey- letters went .to Ray
Fortin, Tony . Boldu c,..." Levei-ett DeVeber, Hiram Macintosh, • Robert
Whe clock, Norr'is' -- Dibble/ -'--Maurice
Rancourt, Robert Johnston, manager.
Numerals, for ; basketball went to
freshmen George .*Kilbourn6, Clifford
Cam e, Raymond Flynn, Joseph Slattery, - James Powers, Orin Shiro,
Harold Seaman, and managers Addison Steeves, Ray Kozen , John Kitchen, Gerald Gilsoh . Stanley Kimball. :
Ten freshmen Von numerals in indoor track. They are Paul Anderson ,
Shelley Pratt, John Fifield, Walter
Emery, Victor Lebednick, Eero Helin,
Vital Fedorovich , Wesley Doe , Lou is
DiPompo, • Albert Schoenoerger. • „ ¦
Hockey . .numerals .went to Arthur
Beach , Richard Dyer, Robert Johnson,
Alton Laliberte, Edward .Loring,'
Joseph O'Neil, Clarence Reid , Walter
Woodward , James Marshall, and managers William Barta, Robert Bender,
Thomas Clohesy,' William. Inciter.
Additional managerial appointments
were as follows : Stanley Kimball,
junior basketball manager;. Ray
Kozen, John kitchen and Addison
Steeves, sophomore baslcefball managers ; Elmer Baxter, junior " hockey
manager; William Barta and Robert
Bender, sophomore hockey managers.'

Nathanael Guptill . with a forceful
address won tie 30tli annual Halk)well Prize Speaking. Contest, entitled
"What Can America Do?.'. last .Monday evening. , Twelve participants
spoke on current problems. .
-The four prizes, totaling $100,
were awarded on the basis' of interpretation , appearance , and pronou_ticiation.7 The . first prize: of -$50. was
awarded - to
Nathanael - Guptill.
The .second prize of $25. was won By
Howard:Miller :who spoke."The PrornisedVLand; " The address "My. Dream,"
delivered by Ernest Marriner , Jr.; won
the third prize , of ?15. Sophomore,
Benon Topalian , won the fourth prize
of $10 with a dynamic address; "Great
Decisions.". Tlie members of-th e citizens' public, speaking class,: organized
and conducted by Dr. Libby, acted as
judg es.
¦
-: This marks the first time that the
members of the women's division ha-ve
been permitted to take ' part. Tlie
Coburn' contest, forrrie'rly open only
to women, will also be opened to
members of both divisions.
Professor Elmer C. "Warren acted
as presi.dingcofficei^..„_ w
The speakers and their selections
follow :
, . Beatrice Sosnowitz, Tomorrow 's
Criminals.
Georie Brown, What Policy, America '.' .. .
• Nathanael ¦ Guptill, What Can
America Do?
Earl Higgins, Example—-"JSTot Force.
" Violet Hamilton , The American
Ideal.' " *
Benon Topalian , Great Decisions!
Hartley Either , Peace for Our
Time? .
Dwight-Sargisnt, In Union There Is
Weakness.
Harry. Cohen , A Threat to Democracy.
Edna Slater, American Ideals.
. Howard Miller , Tho Promised Land.
Ernest Marainer , Jr., My Dream.

•"There is a greater loyalty than
patriotism," according to The Great
Choice, the one-act play g:iven at
Forum Sunday night. This greater
loyalty is to one 's fellow human 'beings rather than to one's state.
The time of The Great Choice was
the next war. The a ction centered
around a girl pacifist , aptly portrayed
by Carrie Burdwood , who obeyed the
dictates of her conscience and not the
dictates of her country. Considering
the growing tendency of the cinema
to appeal to patriotic sentiment, The
Great Choice wa-s cominendably antipatriotic.
Much credit is due Violet Hamilton
for tho production of The Great
Cbxoice. She directed -the play, and
in a last moment emergency substituted for Betty Rosengren, who had
to abandon her role l)ecause of ill, . .
n ess.
At the close of the final scene the
ciu-tain of the Alumnae Building stage
stuck half-way down. This was' a
minor catastrophe,;.' -however, strid'The
Great Choice was "ent h usi astical ly "apFinal settings are being made for
plauded l>y the Forum audience.
Oracle pictures tomorrow,, Thurs d ay '
The staff asks that if it is absolutely
impossible for any group to appear
at th e desi gnate d time , they call Carl
McGraw and a sitting may be arranged on Friday the 10th. The schedule
is as follows :
Saturda y night;, March 4, the memThu rsday, Morcli 9
!
bers and guests of Phi Mu sorori ty, at
their annual d anc e,- goyly -swung and ' 1:00 P, "M.V'O'i-l'co'vs 'of "Oolliy chapswayed • to tho sollicking rhythm of tor of Phi Beta Kapp a, Brown Studio.*
Cecil Jlutchinsont nnd His Boyal ( Com1j SO P, Mr, Sophomore women class
mand ers. The ' d ecorations , earned out
officers
,'A luinnao 'Building.
j .
in a colonial tlxemo * of? lila'clc, ' •white
2
:
00
P.
M.,
"Women
baslcotbttll
,
's
festivity
an d p ink , added much to tlio
women
'
s
tenn
i
s
's
volleyball,
,
women
of .the occasion.
7.7
. ¦ '" "*
7
The cha porones woro Miss" Virginia Brown, Studio.
8 :Q0. P .M., Intovfratorn ity council,
Swallow, Mr. . Ai'thuv W. Scope, and
¦
¦ '¦
>
Ma-, an d Mrs. R. J. Lopgoo. Tho mom- Brown Sttidjo. ,r . -i .; ";.
.
Tlio :president 7 'of .. thesp ':,, groups
bers ol! tli o committees, who,wore , responsible for the success of the dance should notify nil members of Ins parwere Margaret Johnson , Mar j or -e ticular organization "''so,- that .all may
bo present 'promptly,' ' "• ' '*
y.
Berry, and Joan Pearson. "

Last Call Given
For Oracle Pictures

Phi M u H olds

Annual Sprin g Dance

M. PIERRE ¦_?REDERIX

Powder And Wig
Shows Great
ElizabetH Bucfcrief Aiid ;
John Hawes Play
Leading Roles Well
Thursday evening, Powder and Wig
gave an .excellent . presentation of
Karel Capek's "R. U. R," (Possum 's
Universal . Robots) , a; play in three
acts and an epilogue. The play is a
clever satire on the treatment 'of la;
borers today,.and .the greedy and selfish acts of "humans. By depicting the
revolt of -the Robots,. Caipek , predicts
the revolt of labor in the iuture.
.-.,-:The Robot, as originally invented,
according to the play, had no desire
tfoi'Vpieasure «or diversion . -He had only
the capacity for work. When, howeveiya few ro'bots -were indented with
something akin to .a soul, they, led the.
rest in revolt , and killed eyery human ,
being on earth except one. •
' "The play was ably directed by Cecil
A; Rollins,- with Edward - Porter as
technical director. ¦"• The two leading
(Continued on pa^e 6)

Echo Staff To
Edit Sentinel
,, Mc-iiy, Colby students will have
ati opportu nity next week to. demonstrate their ability to participate
in tlie functions of the . b u siness
world by assisting the staff of the
Waterville , Morning Sentinel in
getting out the morning issue for
Wednesday, March 15.
Wilson , Piper, editor-in-chief , of
the ECHO, will assume like duties
for this issue with particular attention, to the news of Waterville. The,
society, section will ihe, covered by!
Sally Aldrich) whose ; task ; will be
to present to the readers - of the
Sentinel tho activities of .the .-various ; clubs and .. social ; gatherings.
City Hall, (including .court and police nows, together wilit' local Imppenings will bo under the direction
of Ernest Marriner who will act as
day reporter, Ed-ward Quarrington
1
will edit the features.-, .Sporting
events of/Watorvillo and the,' surrounding towns -will "bo covered hjr
Ralph Delano. wThe -reading of tho
proofs will be under the direction
of Hartley Bithei .. '• Ellia Mott will ,
act -as copy editor, ,One of the rt\ost ;
important parts of .a newspaper— j
the. editorials—rwill ; bo, under ' the *
direction of Spencer Winsor. Other;
members of the ECHO staff not ;
heretofore mentioned yf ill bo as, j
signed to assist tlio various depart* '
mental ; editors , i»\ ' collecting ,news
items,: writing; headlines and : chr«
ing for telegraphic ^ newrs. ,, . ,.
¦
undoubtedly
;„ These duties„ 'will
keep the ECHO staff busily en gaged for hours prior 'to press 'tlmo
early,.Wednesday V morning. ,
' ' ¦• ¦y. 'v : ¦ ' ¦' : ' -- i ; - ' - ; ' - ' ¦ : '¦ ¦' ¦ ' - '
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I. JR. C. Discusses
U.: S. Forei gri Policy
In , the Aluninae Building ' on Tuesday evening the International Relations Club had a ' vwy lively and interesting panel discussion on the subj ect "of 't he Foreign "P olicy of the
Un ited States. Those who participated were : Spencer Winsor, Tom Brenner ,, Charles Dignani , .and Gr, Allan
Brown. The members of the society
•who ' wore present also helped.
The conclusion led to an agreement tlmt any support that the United
¦
States promises .the ."'..Democracies of
Europe would deter the dictators
from startin g a . war and thus contribxito to world peace,-' Tho ;fact that during, the; past Jew.,weeks, there ' is loss
likelihood of -wo.* breakin g out in Buiopo this year is th& opinion of those
who took part in tho discussion. Tliis
doci|i'6ii wtis 'rbachod partly,duo: to the
fact 'that ' this country * is inolinbd ' to
give aid to England and Franco.
NOTICE
Joft' Campbell, a Nogro minister
from Boston , will ho spoalcor at the
Forum on ( Sui.day, March 12. Tho
mooting will Jbe hold In the .First Baptist Church, nt 6:80 I*. M.

Prof. Weber Announces '
Banquet And Initiation
To Come On April 14
S«ven seniors have been elected to
Phi Beta Kappa : Men , Gerald Armstrong, Gilb ert Hutchinson, and Wilson Piper. Women, Merlyne Magnus,
Freda Abel, Jeanette Drisl_o , and
Alice Manley.
:. A-nnouncement was made yesterday by Professor Carl J. Weber, secretary of the Colby Chapter of Ph'f
Beta Kappa, that seven members of
the senior class were elected on Monday to membership in this national
scholarship society.
The seven seniors will be initiated
at", the annual meeting of the local
chapter on April 14. JEhis meeting
will be followed 'by a banquet at the
Elmwood Hotel , at which the speaker
will be Frederick Horwood, Esq., of
the University of Oxford. His subje ct -will be: "Poetry : Some Theories
arid Some Comments."
The annual election to membership
in the Phi Beta Kappa society is based
on high scholastic marks, faculty
recommendations as to genuineness
of . scholarly interest and intellectual
curiosity, breadth of cultural intea-(Continued on page 6)

Maine Outin g Clubs
Meet Ait China Lake :
On Saturday, March 4, the Maine
Intercollegriate Outing Club Association held its semi-annual meeting at
Mr. Ellsworth W. Millett's camp on
China Lake. John Mains, Allen Bart,
Helen Philbrook , and "Mac " McLellan were the delegates from the University of Maine; Robert Morris, Richard. Martin and Eleanor Stockwell
were delegates -from Bates ; Albert
Humt er , Ellis Mott, Barbara Towle,
Marrjorie Chase, Willetta McGrath,
and Ruth Roberts , from Colby. Bowdoiai, too, had planned to send representatives , t>ut -was unable to do so.
at the last minute.
.. In the afternoon the group discussed joi nt trips ' and Carnival plans for
next year. The delegates also exchanged various ideas about their
Ou-ting Club' Organization. Professor
Lougee of Colby showed so_n o very
interesting pictures taken by his
br pth er , aoid Chief Red Eagle on their
trips to Northern Maine. The group
enjoyed a supper prepared by Marj orie Chase and Willetta McGrath.
' After supper the business meeting
was held , at which time a new slate of
officers was elected. The officers for
the past year were President, Barbara
Towle,
Secretary-treasurer ,
Richard Holmes. The new officers arc
Presi de nt , Richard Martin from Bates,
and Secretary-Treasurer,.J ohn Mains
from the University of Maine. It was
decided to hold the next Association
meeting at Colby early in November.

Glee Club Gives
Portlan d Concert

i

The Colby Glee Cluh has boon inyitod ' by the Portland Alumni and •
Alumnae Association to hold a copcerfc in the ballroom of tho -Eastland , "
Hotel this evenin g. - The profits will ,
bo used by tho Portland association jko ,
finsmco a scholarship to send somo ' do- v
serving student to Colby. TWs.is .oJxoJ'
of tho most- important of tho outsidoU .
on^aeoment's for tho. Gloo'' Club ' .ft is'",
season and Mr, .fohn W. Thomas,' ti(io r *'
director, lias "full confidence that tho „
group will putfW pneimoro iadmiraklo . '.,'
, , |y./
poaaormanco,. , .^ ; ¦
*
v.

,
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Golby Has Outstanding Hockey

Player In Sop homore Ray Fortin
Avera ges Over Three
Points In Every G ame
Played This Yea*
. In naming the outstanding collegiate hockey center for the season ,
hockey bigwigs have agreed that Colby's Ray Fortin can easily fill that
office and also qualify as one of. the
best hockey players in a decade of the
collegiate ice sport.
A rough idea of how valuable Ray
was to the Colby team this year may
be' gained from the fact that he has
averaged more than three points in
every game played , against some of
the stift'est opposition collegiate hockey could muster. In the first four
games played this season he scored
eight goals and earned five assists for
13 points.
A Durable Player

More striking perhaps than his
sheer ability as a hockey player is
littl e Bay's amazing durability. Ray
has played 50 mimutes of every game
he has been in this year and has spent
every minute at center ice. Presentday hockey is a game that demands
speed, speed and more speed. It demands the most grueling exertion
from the offense man. And as Ray
Fortin plays center ice, a good deal
of the burden oi the offense falls
upon this key position.
Fortin was always skating just as
fast, and playing j ust as hard, at the
conclusion -of a game as he was at the
beginning.
Record to Date

Frosh Track Team
Wins Over
Cony, 66-33
Colby's freshman track . squad
wound up its 1939 mid-winter season
with a victory over Cony high school
of Augusta yesterday at the Colby
Field House. The score was 66 to 33.
The young mules were evidently a
little sick of "being beaten consistently, and they went to town in royal
fashion in an effort to avenge previous
defeats. The frosh had a very well
balanced team, and seemed to have
little difficulty in running up a decisive score.
Shelley Pratt and John Fifield ,
long-legged freshmen who have been
doing very well lately, were the high
scorers for the meet. Pratt totaled
sixteen points in four events, and Fifield was not far behind him with a
score of thirteen points in three
events.
The summary :
-"45-yard high hurdles: won by Pratt
(Colby) ; 2nd , Anderson ( Colby) . 3rd,
LeClaire (Cony). Time, 6.4s.
1000-yard run : won by DiPompo
(Colby) ; 2nd , Boggs (Cony) ; 3rd,
Humes (Cony). Time, 2 min. 40 sec.
40-yard dash : won by Fifiel d (Colby) ; 2nd , Turner ( Cony) ; 3rd , "White
(Cony). Time, 4.7s.
45-yard low hurdles: won byPratt
(Colby) ; 2nd , Anderson ( Colby) ; 3rd,
LeClaire (Cony). Time, 5.8s.
600-yard run : won by Morse
(Cony ) ; 2nd, Schoenberger (Colby) ;
3rd, Francis (Colby). Time, 1 min.
25.8s.
1-mile run : won 'by Ferris (Cony)
2nd , Emery (Colby); 3rd, DiPompo
(Colby) . Time, 5 min. 11.3 secHigh jump : won by Pratt (Colby) ;
2nd , LeClaire (Cony); 3rd , tie between Burney (Cony ) and Fedorovich
(Colby) . Height , 5 ft. 5 in.
300-yard dash : won by Anderson
(Colby) ; 2nd , Fifield (Colby) ; 3rd,
Pratt (Colby). Time, 37.3 sec.
Pole vault : won by Ferris (Cony) ;
2nd , MiUigan (Cony) ; 3rd , tie between "Worthen (Cony) and Fedorovich (Colby). Height , 9 ft. 6 in.
Shot put : won by Helin (Colby) ;
2nd , Lebednik (Colby) ; 3rd, Stevens
(Colby). Distance , 44 ft. 2 in.
Broad jump: won 'by Fifield ( Colby) ; 2nd , Fedorovich (Colby) ; 3rd,
Morse (Cony) . Distance , 19 ft, 4 "v_
in.

Ray began his organized hockey career as a member of the local Notre
Dame team. - He starred last year
while playing with the Colby Freshmen. He "was one-third of the Little
Triumvirate , Lemieux, Fortin, and
Bolduc, as classy a forward wall as
the Colby Frosh ever presented. He
has two more years of collegiate
hockey ahead of him.
Ray s career this year was somewhat marred by the fact that from
January 7 until February 16 he was
out with a leg injury. The little center says its all in the game. Next year
it is expected he will even better his
performance of this season.
Although Colby ended its league
season in the second division this
year, it should place much higher in
next year's rating. The squad will
lose only two men through graduation ,
DeVeber and Rancourt, and much
strength is expected from this year 's
frosh outfit. . Coach Millett can look
forward cheerfully towards next season's prospects.
Bill Millett has been coach of hockey at Colby since 1927, two years after his graduation from the ' college.
Besides his present star, Fortin , Millett has also coached "Hocker " Ross,
who was a member of the last Olympic team, and "Rum" Lemieux, colUp to Tuesday the
lege star of two years back.
sults stand as follows :
Team
A Local Cleaner
D. TJ.
T. D. P.
•
N.
F.
Careful Work
A.
T.
O.
"Service Which Satisfi es'*
K. D. R,
(Only the finest products used in our
Zet es _
cleaning process)
P. D. T,
7
From 3 Hour Service up
D. X. E.
L. C. A.

MULE-KICKS

By RALPH DELANO
Loss

Coach Eddie Roundy loses five of
his varsity,basketeers by graduation
in June. Bus Burrill, Mike Spina,
Maynard Irish, Dick Hopkins and Vic
Malins : will all don the gown next
spring.
_C —
The varsity hockey squad will also
be less two oi its present members
next year. Maurice Rancourt and
Leverett DeVeber will graduate.

Infield Is Coach' s
Biggest Worry

Colby Basketball
Night At Haines
Theatre , March 10

On Friday night, March 10, a public testimonial will be tendered the
basketball team on the stage of the
Haines Theatre. This will "be in appreciation of the inauguration of
basketball at Colby college by J . K.
O'Dbnnell, manager of the Haines
Theater, and a large group of townspeople. The appeal of basketball to
Odd Shots
It will be the first time in the his- the townspeople by the Colby team!
tory of Colby that an athletic squad who "put it over." will be made public
takes a week's trip so far . south when at that gala celebration.
the Blue and Grey hie away to VirA large entertainment is , being
ginia and North Carolina over vaca- planned by Coach Roundy . At present
tion. . . trip was helped from coach's the coach is rounding- up the students
dream to reality through the coopera- headed by the Glee Club and the cheer
tion of "Colby Jack" Coombs, whose leaders. Nearly the entire team will
feats in major' league baseball -were be honored with awards. Manager J.
reviewed by this column a couple of K. O'Donnell, has secured gold basketweeks back. . . this , j aunt should g-ive balls which axe inscribed, "Colbythe Mules an edge on the other Maine 1939," and which will be presented
colleges when the league season starts to the lettermen of this yeai-'s squad.
after Maine's snows have melted. . . The events will start at the Haines
last week in Bangor "Junior" Shee- at 8:15 P. M.
han's Shead High "basketball team of
Eastport played in the finals for the
Eastern Small Schools , championship,
at the same time Al Berrie 's Gorham
High outfit were playing for the Western Small Schools championship in
Portland. . . Sheehan. and Berrie
both graduated from Colby last year.
. . Shead High dropped their first
game of the season , to lose the championship. . . Gorham won from Jay Team
W.
L.
Pet.
High and will play for the state chamD. TJ.
14
2
.875
pionship this Saturday, against the
N. F.
13
3
.813
potent little outfit from Lincoln.

Inter-Fraternity
Bowling

K. D. R.
P. D. TL. C. A.
Z. P.
A. T. O.
Judging wholly on the basis of what D. K. E.
his men have done this season in T. D. P.

4
4
4
2
3
0
0

Coach Perkins Reviews
Colb y Track Hopes

track, Coach Norman C. Perkins lo oks
forward with a ray of hope to having
fairly powerful varsity and freshman
track squads this spring. "Cochrane,
Daggett, Hodges, and Chase have
been the outstanding men this season,
and they will be very useful this
spring," Coach Perkins announced.
Jay Cochrane has been unbeaten in
the 40-yard dash in state competition ,
and he has 'been running with a had
ankle that hampered him on the turns
in the longer dashes.
Johnny Daggett succeeded in breaking the state pole vault record and has
shown up very well in the broad
jump and the dashes. Johnny won the
broad jump in both Maine and Bates
meets. He did well in the pole vault
at Bates and in the Maine meet he
won the pole vault with a jump that
set the recordvolleyball reJim Chase, -veteran distance runner ,
turned in his best time at the Maine
W.
L.
meet
, proving that he still has the
3
0
ability to' show the boys what his back
3
0
looks like.
___ 3
0
Carl e t on Hodges, varsity track cap2
2
tain for 1939, has done well in the
1
1
weight eve n ts, althou gh he is not in
__ . 1
3
the best of shape. Cy expects to get
3
—- 1
Hodges into good condition by the
0
1
time
tho spring season comes along,
0
4
and there is little doubt that the
husky captain will give a very good
QUALITY
FOOTWEAR
account of himself this spring.
J OIN THE CROWD AT THE
Thompson , Maynard Levin ,
Always Correctl y Styled andKeith
PURITAN SWEET SHOP
Paul Burnham have done well in
Foe Dinner or Supper
their respective events also. These
men are only soph omores and they
Tasty Sandwiches of All Kinds
are
bein g counte d on to d evelop into
at Any Time
very good material in future years.
Charles Card also has done well in tho
middle distance running, and will bo
needed this spring.
As Cy looks over the freshmen , ho
finds that there are only two who havo
had any previous experience , nanaoly
Helin and Pratt. In spite of that,
thoro aro a number of rangy froshmon who have possibilities of developing into very' good material later.
Somo of these long-loggod froshmon
are : Jolm Fifiel d , Shelley Pratt , Albert Schoonhur ger, and Lewis Weeks.
Conlon and Conloy havo shown up
pretty well in tho short sprints,' and
"Victor Lebodnik and Jack Stevens aro
tho up iind coming weight men. Erro
ITolin liit.s been cJoinjy nome very good
58 Temple Street, Wnterville, Maine
work
in tho shot also. Wesley Doe ,
;.

Inter f ratern ity
Volley-Ball

Coach Roundy Busy Preparing
Battery Candidates For Trip South

.5 00
.500

4
4
4 *
2
S
8
8

.500
.500
.250
.000
.000

High averag-e : Hinckley 100.
High single: Hassan 125.
High 3 string: Wilde 316.
High team single : D. U. 504.
High team total : D. TJ. 1417.
This week's schedule.
L. C. A . vs. T. D. P.
D. U. vs. K. D. R.
P. D. T. vs. I*.. F.
Z. P. vs. D. K. E.
Walter Emery, and Louis DiPompo
are expected to do the long distance
running- for the freshmen next season.
Fedorovich , who has been doing well
in the jumps will also see service this
spring.

Coach Eddie Roundy is now .adapting ' himself to an altogether different
scene. Basketball has passed on for
this season, and baseball easily slides
into view- .
Two weeks ago Coach Roundy issued first call for battery candidates
and several promising youngsters hovered into view. The hinders and backstops have been limb-ering up for a
time, and a few days ago were accompanied by infielders :and outfielder's.
Only the faces of "Bus" Burrill, Clyde
Hatch , and Gil Peters, members of
last year's team, were absent, as each
is recuperating from a rugged basketball season.
Graduation last spring took with it
some of Roundy 's dependa'bles, and
the task of replacing them is at the
moment difficult. By far the weakest spots this season are in the infield.
The .outfield, however, will be taken
care of by such veterans as Irish,
Allen, Hatch, Maguire, and Rancourt.
The pitching staff should be aided
by the advent of two promising yearlings in Slattery and Hegan. The
veterans "Ed" Cleveland, Joe Chernauskas, and "Lop" Hersey are back
in togs and should make things interesting for the opposition.
The catching chores will probably
be taken care of by "Red" Beal.
Freshmen Ed Loring: and Bill Cole
also appear as capable of performing
well in the catching position.
The "hot corner" seems destined to
be handled by "Bus" Burrill while
shortstop will be a two-fisted mix-up
between Peters and Leonard. First
base is no great worry for Coach
Roundy as either Rancourt or Gruher,
both capable men, will be battling
for the possession of it. The keystone
sack, however, is wide open. Possible
candidates for the p osition are outfielders Hatch ' or Irish, Macintosh
and Jim Daley, the latter three played for the Junior "Varsity last year.
"Before three weeks are up the Colby forces will trek South for a five
game schedule whicli includes such
leading teams as Duke and Davidson.
Duke 's Coach is Jack Coombs , former
major league player and Colby graduate; Coach Coombs was largely instrumental in arranging the Southern
visit of the Colby squad.
The southern schedule is as follows :
March 27—Hampden-Sidney.
March 28r—Wak e Forest ,
March 29—Duke.
March 30—Elon.
March 31—Davidson.
Negotiations are also under way
with Lafayette and Western Maryland
for a game on March 25.

MORE SPORTS ON PAGE S
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The Waterville Dry Cleaners

Tel. 277 62C Temple St.

Eiulicott -J ohnsoiv Shoe
Store

CITY J OB PRINT
Tel. 207

Savings Bank Buildin g, Waterville , Me.
WINTE R SPORTS EQUIPMENT
TO BE UftUIDATED

Dakiii's Sporting Goods Co.
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"Where Colby Men Meet "
Pacy . '27

iudy, '21

William Levine and Sons

Main Stree t
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Geology Departme nt Boardman Society
Gets New Instrum ent To Hear Talk On
Dr. Richard J. Lougee, the head of Seacoast Mission

Sociology Class
Hears Famil y
Welfare Discussion

Dean Marrine r
Receives Letter
From Phi lipp ines

the Geology department, has anProm time to time the c ollege adnounced the recent acquirement of a ; The -activities of theVMaine Sea-; • . Mrs. Sarah Anthoine, .General .Sec- ministration gets tangible evidence to
very expensive surveying instrument, coast Mission- .'.'- Society and their retary of the Family Welfare Society bear out President Johnson's assertion
called the alidade. It was made by sturdy boat the; "Sunbeam " will be; ¦of Portland, discussed the place of her that the sun never sets on the Colby
the C. L. Berger Company in Boston, the topic at; the Tuesday evening organization in welfare work in Maine family. Last month Dean Ernest C.
at a 11:25 meeting of Dr. Morrow's Marriner received a letter from
one of the better manufacturers of meeting of the Boardman Society.
:
is
ah
Sociology 6 class.y* -7-y . '7'-<: , • - 1 ;' ; ¦ George Crosby, e_<-'35, who is at
Freddy Sargent . whose father
this type of instrument; The alidade
will
society,
Mrs; Anthoine- traced the .develop- present in United States government
is used for making top ©graphic maps, active member of the
that is, maps with accurate elevations team with Bert Linscott of Bar Har- ment of private social agencies from service in the faraway Philippine
bor in discussing the organization the early church alias,through the first Islands."
indicated on them.
'¦
The alidade consists mainly of a and activities of the mission. The tax-supported Elizabathaii . Poor Law
By way of explanation , we may say
The
telescope on a long ruler. It is oper- meeting will be held in the Y. W. C. of 1601, to tlie present set-up.
that Mr. Crosby worked for a year in
first social service agency in Portland Labrador before he went to the Philipated by two men; one at a distance A. room at'7:00 , March 14.
was
founded 111 years ago. The work pines. He seems to have the advenwho holds a stadia rod and another
' early societies was not very
of
the
using the alidade proper . It is the
ture bug, and with him in his travels
efficient
as there were no records, no g-oes a word for Colby. His letter,
latest model of the type used by the
offices , no paid workers, and there in part, follows :
United States Geological Survey. It
was
no cooperation of the work of. the
has devices on. it that accomplish
"As to the state' of the commonagencies until the formation
various
rapid mathematical calculations. The
wealth, I feel more sure each (day -that
in 1879 of the Associated Charities. the Filipinos wijl never make a startnew model contains the "internal foThis organization became known as ling success of governing themselves.
cus,"- which allows a surveyor to focus
—
The
(ACP)
The Family Welfare Society in 1927 I_i tlie first place, the Catholic church
Amherst, Mass. —
the telescope without the possibility
college
since by that time its coordinating still retains an unbelieveable amount
of dust entering the telescope : tube. growing fear of United States
that
function had been largely taken over of influence upon the government and
The alidade has the advantage over and university administrators
the transit, because it not only mag- higher education is headed for com- by the Community Chest. The present a nearly typically medieval hold-upon
"Welf are Society
nifies ahout sixteen times, but it al- plete governmental domination has duties of the Family
the.inhabitants. It is quite different
to
lows the topographer to draw the map been concisely summarized by Am- include : rendering- of financial aid
from that institution in the . United
may
very readily by means of the attach- herst College President Stanley King. young couples in order that they
States and apparently good American
Pointing out that when colleges no not have the disgrace of public aid Catholics are both shocked and dis-r
ed ruler.
longer are able to pay their own way at the beginning of their married life, grusted with many of the practices
Dr. Lougee plans to use this alidade
¦ ' ¦- ' _
they lose their freedom , President assistance in budgeting and in nutri- here. .
.• • . • ¦ ' . •
next fall in his new course, "Struc¦
tion problems, contacting other comKing said :
"Then , too, the Filipinos are captural Geology." The classes in this
economic basis of privately munity agencies such as hospitals and able only of imitating and not of orig"The
course will have the opportunity to
endowed educational institutions is Scouts for special services, and agi- inating- This, of course, is liable to
know all about maps. The course will
sound today, but it is doubtful if it tation for improvements in the laws exceptions, but I speak now of the
deal with structural geology in the
will be sound tomorrow. The income relating to family welfare. Since the majority. Those in the higher govfall and applied geology in the spring.
from our endowments lias dropped a chief aim of the society is to help peo- ernment positions—•Quezon as presiThis spring, Dr. Lougee is going to
ple to regain their independence and dent, and Elizalde as resident commisthird and the end is not yet.
make a topographical map of Sidney,
operatnot merely the rendering of financial sioner in Washington, for instance,
"The government has been
Me., with the help of Halsey Freding for ten years by deficit financing. aid , the cases which it takes are large- are largely of Spanish extraction. The
erick, who has had experience in this
We'll pay for that later. I'm not ly the short term ones, or those in- government, . closely copied after our
type of work.
criticising the government. It's just volving other than financial aid leav- own, is poorly administered in the
the way things are—it's a world sit- ing the chronic dependents to the pub- main, and the people seem to have
uation. Those costs will have to be lic agencies.
copied all of our bad habits and . few
paid the day after tomorrow.
After the class a small group of in- of our good ones—trusting that we
"That evil day may come in a few terested students enj oyed lunoh at do have some that are good. A court
years, or it may .he ten. It will defi- the Elmwood Tavern with Mrs. An- case involving an American and ' ¦a
nitely be during his life time, he is thoine and Dr. Morrow. Those at- native always places the American at
convinced.
tending were Priscilla Jones, Mindel- a disadvantage. The chances in Ma"They will be faced with the alter- la Silverman, Lillian Healy, Ann nila of a just , decision are a"fcout 60-40
Last Tuesday morning at 11:30 in native of remaining independent pri- Simpson, John Morrison, and Elliot
in favor -of the Filipino arid in the prothe Geology lecture room , the naval vately endowed institutions, or accept- Drisko.
' , vinces they are much less.
•'
movie "Navy Wings of Gold" was ing government subsidies. • In the lat"The Filipino character is not esshown by Lieutenants 31. D. South and ter event, they will no longer be the
sentially,
stable or mature and is un:
D. E. Dement of the "United States free institutions that have made this Phi "Beta Kappa Raises
usually
unpredictable. That their
Navy, to the men of Colby who are country what it is. My judgm ent tells
motives
are
sincere is not to be quesStrengthen
To
Money
interested in aviation.
me that only the strongest will be
tioned but I feel that they lack the
The movie dealt with the lives of able , to withstand the temptation of Liberal Education .
inherent ability to cope with the probthe young men who are now in train- government subsidy and yield to
New York City—(ACP)—Phi Beta lems that are, and will, face them.
ing at the navy training school at whatever government supervision may
Kappa , oldest, and strongest of all
"Economically the islands have
Pensaeoia, Florida. These men, who accompany the subsidy."
United States honorary educational been depending largely , upon the
are accepted only after passing a rigid
fraternities, has announced here a United States for support. The exmedical examination, learn everything
plan to. raise $300 ,000 to "strengthen port of hemp has fallen off considerthere is to know about aviation. They
liberal education , freedom of thought ably, due largely to the increasing
are fully trained in aviation tactics
and freedom at large:"
use of steel cable.. Sugar will not be
and every year join the navy for their
The fund will . toe used, to promote profitable if subject to regular duties
maneuvers. The aviators learn how
the "defense of the humanities and and the exportation of coconut oil
to take off and land on an airplane
A new high in mid-winter fratern- intellectual freedom ," and is especial- and copra , if divorced from the large
carrier during this period of their ity social events was hit last Saturday
ly to be used in combating the intro- processing tax refunds, will also fall
training. They also take part in mock night when the Chi of Zeta Psi held
duction of any totalitarian ideas in into a slump. It is . small wonder that
battles and learn how to fight in bat- one of the most enjoyahle vie partie's
America.
they wish economic independence detle formation.
in recent years. Decorations, balferred until 1960.
But all is riot work at these schools. loons, favors for the ladies, a quiz
"It all rather comes down to the
Indeed not , for they have football contest, and music by the best in the Verein Eulenspiegel
fact that few, if any, tropical races
teams and some of them have polo business featured -the party,
have given rise to a civilization and
Enj oys Talk In German
Chairman Bill Taylor of the dance
teams. Every week the members are
culture that has been, active and agcommittee and Director Jack Morphy By Gabriel LaPique
allowed to attend dances.
gressive. The spirit of manana is a
At a meeting, held Monday evening natural product of the monotony of
The course takes four years to com- of the Escort Bureau were the planners
of
this
novel
affair
and
to
them
in
the Social room of the Alumnae climate and Americans Irving lore
plete and the United States governshould
go
credit
for
the
phenomenal
Building, the Verein Eulenspiegel was come under its spell in spite of their
ment pays the men very good salaries .
success
of
the
venture.
Maestr
o
Ray
given a talk (in German) by Gabriel best endeavor-.
The first year a recruit gets $105 per
Burbank
and
Assistant
Barbara
ParLapicque. The French exchange stum onth , and for the next three years
"However, in spite of how bleak a
tridge
presided
over
the
theme-guessdent, choosing for his topic "Impres- picture I may have painted , I am enhe receives $155 per month .
ing contest which was won by Gordon sions of Germany, " praised the Ger- j oying my stay in tho Orient and will
If at the end of his four year
Jones
and Miss Gerry Steflco, who man love of outdoors and the famed undoubtedly look back upon it with
course , a man wishes to leave the serwere past-masters at the art of nam- German "Wanderlust." tie said : ''We more pleasure than 3 feel at present,
vice and lead a civilian life, he gets
ing the band when they heard the do not see tho real Germany when we Labrador wasn't so especially appeal$1500 in a lump sum. However, he
theme.
look at Hitler's Germany." The Ger- ing when in direct contact with tho
becomes a member of the Resoi've
man s do not want war, according to fishy Irttlo villages, but 12,000 miles
So
successful
was
the
party
that
Corps and twice a month he must ily
this "French observer, The German away and it takes on a distinctly rosy
the
boys
promise
another
in
the
near
a plane in order to keep up with the
have done much to re- glow.
work-camps
future.
Professor
Warren
was heard
modern inventions which are placed
lieve
unemployment
and to help the
to
remark
that
he
was sorry his wife
in tho new planes.
"My greate-st sorrow is the lack of
people
regain
their
self-respect.
The
At the close of the movie tho two had to miss the affair , but vowed that sports of the new Germany also have snow in the islands. Tho neax'ost
she'd be at the next one without fail.
country boasting it is China , but tliat
Moutonants answered questions perThe chaperones for tho evening done much to help tho people regain is definitely closed to all military pertaining to tho training schools.
were Mr . and Mrs. Harold Clark and th eir moral strength . Germany re- sonnel and will bo for some time to
sembles America in many ' of th ese
Miss Bavis.
come. Hongkong .however , is, not ,
ways.
FIR ST INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
and before summer sots in I plan to
COME S TO WA TERVILLE
Later in the evening, German have paid a visit to that poa't and per"Katrenspiele," or card games were haps to Singapore if time ¦ permits.' ; I
When the State Theatre starting Pan-Hellenic Association
played.
Songs were sung, refresh- havo become much too we 11 accldninWednesday, March 1$, pres ents the Sponsors Scholarshi
Cup
p
ments
serve
d, and the mooting closed tdzod for sudden re turn to winter, as
local premiere showing of "Grand Ilwith
some
very enjoyable folk-dan- much as I miss it. A temperature of
lusion,"' French film directed by Jean
The Pan-Hellenic Association oi!
;
Ing.
"
Renoir, son of tho noted painter, it Colby is please d to announc e to the
65 d egrees in th o oven in g or earl y
will be tho first 'i nte_ *national talkie. women's division tt.at . it is sponsoring
Klaus Droyor, the president, spoke morn in g sots, mo to shivering as I
Each character speaks his native lan- a Scholarship Cup. This cup may be of tho coming Gorman play which is never thought of doing at 10 degrees
guage , French , Gorman , English and won by any group, sorority or non- to be presented on Monday evening, in Wato-yille, "
Russian. However, tho film has Eng- sorority, -which for tlu-eo successive March 20. , Tho parts will bo taken
lish super-imposed titles so that any- semesters maintains the highest schol- by RhodayWoin , Betty Darling-, and
one can enjoy tho action in this film. arship. Tlie purpose for which this Thomas Clohosy. This play, entitled
Eric vtfn Strohein., Pierre Frosnay, cup is donated is to provide an in- "Das t-Ieiss Eison ," was written in tho
Jean Gabin and Dita Parlo , head tho centive for the women in tho college sixteenth century by Hans Sach s, tho
cast of thi s brilliant film,
Nuremberg playwright .
to improve their scholarship. ¦. ' . •" '¦ '

Amhers t Professor
Fears Th reat To
Free Ed ucation

Navy Movie "Navy
Wi n gs Of G old"
Shown Colb y Students

Zeta Psi Gives Vic
Part y At House

Ifaddocks

j| JilCen fccti Queens

Mrs - 'Smith Spealcs y^
At Monda y Cha pel i ;

^

3n chapel Monday the women had '
the the privilege of hearing Mrs.'y
1
Joseph C. Smith, the Alumnae Seere- ' '
'
,
tary of Colby since 1934, explain the" .
organization and . .. functions . . . .of , t"heyb
Alumnae Association. She "stated that \
about one hundred years ago it was a * ,>
social custom for the Alumni to get-y
together to talk over "old times," but *•
it wasn't until 85 years ago ' that _
Alumni Organizations were,started all '
over the United States, originating
at Yale. Since 1900 there have been
Alumni offices, with secretaries. In '
1913 the American Alumni Council
was organized, whicl served .as a
clearing liouse for the Alumni secretaries of the country. The entire system, Mrs. Smith said, is still in its
infancy, "but is growing and becoming
more important and active.
The Alumnae Council was established at Colby in 1891. The first constitution promised "funds from the
Alumnae, loyalty to Colby, and interest in the students." In order to be
a.member of this Council one must
have attended Colby for one year.
The Council's main interest is the
Scholastic Loan Fund. However,
there are a number of other projects
it has undertaken and upon which it
is now working. For some time the
Ahnnnae Council struggled to gain
for Colby full membership in the
American Asso ciation of the University of Women.. As "we all know, it
was through the efforts of the Council
that the Alumnae Building was ere-cted. In L937 the active campaign for
the "Women's Union was begun.
In closing Mrs. Smith wished the
students to understand that the Council is as interested in them now as it
will be wlien they have graduated.

Far Eastern Fund
Committee Or ganizes
Cfiupas And Bruce
To Sp eak In Friday 's
Assembl y
. The Far Eastern Student Service
Fund Campaign is underway. A meeting was held in the religion office Saturday morning, at which time materials were handed out and the campaign was organized. "Vincent Chupas
was selected as chairman of the committee. ; Other members of the committee are Edward Jenison, Harley
Bubar, Clyde Hatch, Charles Maguire,
Leon Tobin, Raymond Stinchfield ,
John Foster, Ernest C. Marriner , Jr.,
and Elmer Baxter. Anyone wishing
to contribute to the aid of studentis
in the Far East should make contributions to any of these men. Professor H, L, Newman , of the Religion
department, is the committee's adviser.
. Both llr. Chupas and Mr. Bruce
will speak for the campaign in chapel
at the Friday men 's assembly. The
women have already contributed their
share to the fund , a total of $50.
The committee plans to obtain $150
from the men 's division and the faculty, in order to bring the total up to
.$2007' XI every ono of the men in
Colby contributes at least a quarter
(2 5 : cents will buy more than five
meals for a Chinese student) this
figure will be realized. 'AH money
should be.in the hands of the commit.
tee several days before spring vacation , as tho campaign will close at
that time.
. While Colby students sit comfortably in steam heated rooms , thousan d s of , Chinese students sleep, study
and holdl their classes in ' cold , damp
ca-ves , on tho hillsides of Central
Chin a, ' Th ere they have walked on
foot from their forme* campuses over
a-.'.< thousand miles away to the oast,
forrced youl "because their campuses
and bu ildings have boon destroyed by
Japanese . bombs. * Surely a quarter - '
isn't going to break anyone. Let's /
give thon. a break.
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TODAY'S HISTORY

NOTICES

By SPE N CER WI N SOR

OF THE WEEK

Th ursda y, the Lord Cardinal Eugenic Pacelli , former
Papal Secreta ry of State , "beca me Pius XII. It took but
th ree ballots to elect him; speedy procedure considering
the fac t that the fe are no nominations and that a victor
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
must receive at least two-thirds of all the votes . The new
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Pop e is a dip lomat , is devoted to the cause of peace , and
College Publishers - Representat ive
the
fact that the new pontiff took the name , Pius , is £n420 M adison Ave.
. New York. N. Y.
,
dictative of tlie fact that he will continue the fight of tlie
CHICAGO " BOSTO H • LOS ANGELES - SAX ' FRANCISCO
Chu rch for tolerance of Christians as in the totalitarian
Founded in 1877 and published weekly during the Col- count ries.

FREN C H CLUB

afternoon
at 4
On Thursday
In
ternathe
French
club
and
o'clock ,
tional Relat ions club are having the
renowned French , journalist , M. P ierre
Frederix as guest speaker . The meeting will take place in the social room
of the Alumnae Buildin g. He will
speak on the present problems confronting France.
,
lege year under supervision of the students of Colby Col"With this symbol of peace came whisperings that seemlege. Member of the Associated Collegiate Press. Ened
in some degree to clear the political air. Foremost I All those who are interested are in"Watertered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office ,
among- these whisperings are the persistent reports that vited to atten d. Refreshments will
ville, Maine. Subscri ption price at $2.00 a year.
the people of both Italy and Germany are tremendously be served.
i
Edi tor-in-Chie f

weary of war rations. They see ever mounting taxes. Ger"Wilson C. Piper , '39, D. U House (Tel. 774 )
mans
now pays at least thirty per cent of their income
G. Ellis Mott
Managing Editor .
.—
——
in
this
way and receive in. return sawdust bread, no butSally Aldrich, '39 <Tel. 81980)
Women's Editor...
-..Willard Smyth , '39 (Teh 1010) ter, and are ever forced to work longer hours. The acBusiness Manager
quisition of Austria, and the Sudetenland have burdened
ASSOCIATE EDITORS : Ral ph Delano , '40 ; Ernest Mar riner , '40 ;
rather than relieved the economic stress. The outrageous
Spencer Winsor , '40: Rath . Gould , '40 ; Ruth Robert s, '41 .
attacks upon the Jews have alienated the desires of forASSISTANT" EDITORS : Hartle y Bither , '41; Ral ph B. Rove, '41 ; eign traders to crea_te markets for German products. The
J. Jose pli Freme , '41 ; Elmer Baxter , '41 : Edward Q-uarrin grt on, '41 ;
Stephen Sternbe rg., '41 ; Estelle Sogers , '39 ; Olive Pullen , '40; Wi l- removal of Herr ScJhacht from the head of the Keichbank
removed the last man that foreign financiers could trust.
,
fetfca McGrath , Ml; Prudence Piper , '41.
recently 'bee;n reinstated but it is doubted if even
Elbert Kj oller , '40 He has
Advertisin g Manager
he
will
now
be able to keep the Nazis ' government from
'40
Randall
...Char
les
.
Circulation Man ager
bankruptcy.

An Innovation Succeeds . . . .
Compliments are in order for the successtnl and
outstanding work done by the women's staff of
the ECHO last week when they took over its publication. It was of course unfortunate that, due
to the fact the press was undergoing repairs, the
issue appeared late in the evening, particularly
after many had doubted the women's ability to put
it out on time. We would like to say that the forms
were ready for the press last week as early as any
time this year.

Re ich Seen Weakent -isag
Definite signs of economic downfall have crept out of
the Re ich during the last few weeks. Vouchers are now
bei ng used by the German government to pay their internal obli gat ions. And the strongest reason for believing that Hitler 's "we must export or die" quotat ion is desperately true is the the fact that the German press no
longer harps on the demands and rights for colonies. It
is soft-peddled so th_at England , who holds the keys to the
export world , will take no offense and in consequence refuse the German plea , to export.
England' s Han d Stronger

England thus has a strong hand to play, and she will
probably use the typical British way of playing it. The
trade commission to Berlin will stall and hedge while the
German economic strain becomes ever more acute. A few
concessions will be given, a few markets will he opened
in an effort to let lime economically strangle the Reich.
But will the Reich he strangled ; always before when
economic collapse has been predicted , unethical "but effective juggling has saved the day, will it not again ? The
answer comes from the lips of Raymond Gram Swing; "No
Nation can defy all of the economic all of the time and
get away with it."

Fash ion Notes
"With Spring definitely just around
the cornex, your Fashion reporter has
been scouting around to give you a
preview of Spring fashions. Vacation is coining, and all you style-conscious co-eds will want to know just
what to look for when you gro home.

Hats , the 1>ane and pleasu re of a
co-ed' s existence are crazier than ever
th is yea r. . . The doll' s hat: of th is
spring - is made for a bigger doll and
l it is in the most marvelous color combination s. . . and any thing will go.
Sailor hats are rig ht in vogue. . . the
bigger the brim the better. Hats can
'be
decorated
with an ything and
everything unde r the sun. . . snoods
and wimples are smartest of all. . .
I

Dr. Carlson's Book
"The New Magazine"
Recently Published
"The First Magazine," a new look
by Dr. C. Lennart Carlson of the
English department has recently been
published by- Brown University. The
book, which Dr. Carlson has ¦"been
working : on for the last three years,
has received many favorable, comments from colleges in. the east. ,
Dr. Carlson's book • is a historical
and critical study of "The Gentleman's Magazine " which was the first
periodical. The book traces the history of the magazine's establishment
by Robert Gate in 1731 through the
early years of its publication. Most
of the book is. devoted to a study of
the material in the first magazine. Dr.
Carlson analyzes the contents of "The
Gentleman '* Magazine" under such
headings as Parliamentary and other
news, literary and critical essays,
scientific items, the magazine and
America, and verse. The book brings
to light new facts on Dr. Samuel
Johnson who. was 'for many years the
editor of the magazine.

Dr. Carlson became interested in
the history of the magazine while
studying, for a doctor of philosophy
degree. He was encouraged in writing the book by Professor Tinkham
of Yale University who told Dr. Carlson that the study of the first magazine was the only literary study of
the 18th century left to be undertakFor those of you who are keeping en. Dr. Carlson did much of the rea Aveathex eye out for spring coats, search for his book in the Records Dekeep these tips in mind. . . The cro- partment of the London Post Office
cus of fashion is a navy blue reefer and in the Public Records Office in
with a -white silk pique A.scot. . . London.
Something very unusual is a full-skirtProfessor Frederick A. Pottle of
ed coat of rust-colored wool with a Yale University says of Dr. Carlson's
lining of pale blue. . . Plain and book : "As Dr. Carlson says, the
simple smartness can be found in a 'Gentleman's' is an epitome of the
navy blue wool coat with a flare to middle class civilization of Eighteenth
the skirt and sleeve. . . Sophistica- Century England , and furnishes
tion plus is in a very slender fitted abundant and trustworthy materials
black coat with buttons curled like for gener-alizations. His generalizalittle snails and a childish round tions are many and courageous. Specwhite pique collar.
ialists may question the validity of a
Dresses with bolero jackets are ex- few of them, but they will respect the
citing and colorful. . . Flaunt a col- breadth of his information , his sanity,
orful check tweed over an iris or cro- and his ability for organization. No
cus blue skir t, high cut to make your student of the century can fail to sewaist look smaller. . . Dressmaker cure light from this book. "
suits are inspired this year. . , Watch
Professor William M. Sale, Jr., of
for such adaptable features as a pert - Cornell University says of "The First
little fitted bolero , br ief cardigan Magazine :" "The book , I think, will
jacket , cracker-crisp pique touches , result in calling the attention of hisbr iskly flared or pleated skirts , and torians to a source of information
sleek- whittled
waistlines , or low- which, although always available and
reaching
basq ues . . . For
that sometimes used , has not been eploit"da te " dress , a pr int silk with a long ed as significantly by them as it might
fitted plain bodice and full twirling have been. "
sk irt in the current peasant manner ,
Professor William R. Brown of
topped by a spruce little buttoned
Bowdoin
College says of the book :
jacket. . . .
"Students of Anglo-American culturThe very smartest thi-igs for dinner al relationships in the
Eighteenth
and dancing are in Rainbow plaids of Century will welcome Dr.
Carlson 's
every possible color combination. . . . able account of
the Colonial items in
the gayer the more glamorous. . . the 'Gentleman 's'.
Here is to be found
The Shirt-waist costume with a billow- a wealth of heterogeneous material
reing: chiffon blouse will catch his eye. vealing a lively
curiosity about Amer. . Quaint Creole cottons , reminiscent ican economic and scientific
problems.
of Empress Josephine 's heydey are The catholicity of English interests
in
crashing the formal evening style. . . the Colonies may be seen from
the
Swirling chiffons and yards and yards space which Cave
devoted to the writof white lace are positively captivat- ings of Colonial poets as
well as to
ing- .
the experiments of Franklin and the
And so, all you Colby co-eds , now articles of American plants, animals,
that Spring is on th e way, revive your and natural resources."

Last Dollars In The Turnstiles . . ..
The Colby Athletic Department lost between
two and five hundred dollars in gate receipts durin tlie basketball season. At least that is the contention of many about campus. And it is hardly
to be denied. The advance publicity on Colby
basketball games in the daily papers was entirely
inadequate. The space given to the .college games
did not nearly approach that given to local teams
in the local paper. With a well planned publicity
program a large number of people who otherwise
were indifferent might have been drawn *to the
Field House. The blame for this hardly lies with. YE GLADIATOR COLUMN
lack of cooperation from the papers. After all Dear Gladiator ;¦
they must rely largely on material the department Powder and Wig and the director of the R. U.
offers them for pre-game publicity.
R. production wish publicly to thank the many
IMbr can it be said that the head of the Athletic students who helped so excellently. Several condep artment or the coaches are to blame. Their nected with the voluntary art course did lettering
hands are full with the ordinary and regular for the Robots ' armbands and other signs. Roger
duties of the department , with schedules, physical Stebbins made the placard used in the first act a
education, interfraternity sports, and developing fine futuristic piece. It will decorate the Workthe teams , without liandling the burden of public- shop hereafter.
ity. The lack of a publicity program is evident in And the Robots—most of them freshmen—deall college sports throughout the year, but has serve more credit even than they are getting,
proved most costly in basketball . The college does which is consideTable. We have heard of heroes
not supply papers with mats or even pictures of of the football fiel d and the basketball floor but let
athletes. Even for football dope stories tlie pa- us note that in other realms men can do a hard j ob
pers have to come to the college. The college never for "dear old Colby." It was more than a bit of
goes to the papers with live stories of Colby acting that the Robots did. Those masks and oversports. This is certainly not a wide awake public- alls and stocking- headdresses were about as
ity program. And Colby college is supposedly in- frightful to the men under them as to the auditerested in every inch of publicity material it can ence. The Robots suffered. And Harry Cohen,
get printed !
from whose face the mask-mould was taken, sacThe broadest contact of the college with the gen- rificed epidermis and, at one time, most of his
eral.public comes through sports. Yet the college breath to the cause. The Make-up Committee had
pa,ys little or no attention to this vital branch of smelling salts on hand, to revive damaged warpublic relations. . Who is responsible is immater- riors. Fortunately they were not quite needed.
ial. The important point is that something should The huge production committees did a perfect
be done about it.
j ob. As far as tlie director knows—he was some¦ At small expense the college can inaugurate a what occupied for much of the time—there was
simple and adequate plan of sports publicity. Why not one smallest slip on the production side. The
not grant a full or part tuition scholarship to some actors did splendidly, as all can recognize. Those
upperclass student who would act as publicity whom the audience does not see, who ne*ver make
agent of the Athletic Department ? Instead of their presence known—unless something goes drooping spirits with something new
spending an hour or two daily as a laboratory or wrong—on last Thursday night surpassed them- and dashing, and remember , color is
library assistant, this man would spend an equiva- selves. R. U. R. can now go into the short list of the keynote !
Captain Vinccour ,
3
0
0
lent time preparing stories of Colby sports. In pe rfec t productions at Colby.
Sincerely,
Captain Bonnar ,
1
0
2
the fail he should return early for football pracCecil A. Rollins.
Vera Vogue.
Captain Scribner ,
3
0 . 0
tice. For maj or sports he should take pictures of
Captain
Weeks,
0
0
1
college
should
furnish
funds
the athletes. The
Dear Gladiator :
Captain
Bavis
,
1
0
1
might
cuts
be
that
at
least
a
small
number
of
' Who 's sorry now ? If the men are feeling sorry
so.
Lappanen ,
0
0
3
engraved and mats made. Mats cost little and by for the silly rules of the women 's division, why
W. A. A. NEWS Captain
Captain
Johnson
,
2
0
1
engravpapers
the
cost
of
sending them to several
doesn't someone giye them a room with a view so
Captain
Guptill
,
1
0
The
annual
Women
s
Athletic
Asso,
1
publicity.
larger
The
amount
of
ing is spread over a
that they ,can really see what is going on ?
agent should accompany teams on a g*ood part of
"They say " life for the women is j ust a bunch ciation tournaments began Isvst week Standings of tho Basketball Teams
'
ways
he can assist of "Thou shait riots"—and now I hate to tell you with a record number of girls enroll- are :
its trips. In dozens of small
identifying
play- the Awful Truth but someone has to tell you to ed. An estimated ninety girls have
reporters of outside papers—by
ers, sending them advance stories, telling interest- "Come Out of Your Dream." In fact, I think the signed up for volleyball , sixty for
W.
T. Lost
ing facts about players. I-Iecould see that the Wa- superfluous (so-called) rules are logical and rea- basketball, fifty for ping pong, forty Cap t ain Towle,
0
1
0
for badminton, an d twenty for shuf- Captain Gray,
terville paper got full accounts of Colby teams in sonable ; in fact they don't bother me at all.
0
1
0
fle board. Every afternoon fxom 3:30 Captain Axey,
action
outside
of
Waterville.
Perhaps
one
of
the
most
objectionabl
e
rules
is
l
0
0
. ' ¦¦. .'¦ Such a program would undoubtedly pay for it- the one that is recalled by the ten o'clock bell. Act- to 5:30 the Alumnae Building re- Captain IUissoll,
0
0
1
self in added gate receipt's alone. Some Tbelieve ually, this isn't Broadway, so why not think of sounds with the noise of the basket- Captain Sweotser,
0
1 1
that the revenue j ust from basketball would more ten o'clock as a conservatively good hour to say ball and volleyball games, sis about Captain R oberts,
0
1
0
than bear the costs. While the administration good night ? Anyway seniors are seniors after oighty-flve people participate in games Captain Batson ,
1
0
0
between these hours. The shufflcboard ,
bickers oyer whether the publicity or athletic de- four years !
partments, or someone else should be charged with As for "Yes Girls," NO! Any Stu G member is ping pong, and badminton tournathe expense) the College may lose publicity which admired by the g-i ris in general. As for the Carrie m e nts are stil l in th e preli minar y
it prof esses . to value highly. \ The situation de- Nation battle-ax« with her ear to the groun d and rounds. Stan dings of tho volleyball
Waterville Steam Laundry
mands action ' before another year rolls around . her prohibiten sniff—you have the wrong place be- teams aro :
To pick a mail and for him to line up a program cause the Student Government does not spy. It
W.
T. Loa t "Sliirta Done As Mon Like Thorn
"
, action before the end
of
the
good
actually .requires
is
a
non-snoop
Captain
Colwoll
arrangement
,
whereby
the
1
0
of0
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
;
'
'
*
'
;
vv;vyv
*7-y
..
'
,
.
'
school' yiBar v
fenders are tried leniently and . fairly.
Captain Moshor ,
'
0
0 - 8
45 Main Street
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Bridgto n Tracksters
Defeat Young
Mules, 51-39
Pratt Is Only Colby
Man To Gain A 1st Place
Bridgton Academy's • track team
proved to be very powerful as it defeated the comhined forces of Colby's
freshman and Junior Varsity tracksters. Shelley Pratt , rangy Colby
freshman, was the only man able to
take a first place for Col'by as the
young Mules were beaten by the score
of 39 to 51.
The boys from Bridgton had a very
well balanced team which showed
practically no weaknesses in any of
the events.
The summary :
Shot put : 1st, Perkins (B) ; 2nd,
Helin (C) ; 3rd, Lamb (B). 48 feet,
5 3/_ inches.
Broad jum p : 1st, McGlone ( B ) ;
2nd , Fedorovich (C) ; 3rd, Anderson
(C). 20 feet, 9% inches.
45-yard high hurdles: won by Pratt
(C) ; 3rd ,
( C ) ; 2nd , Anderson
Sweeney (B). 6.3 se&onds.
100-yard run : won by Eice (B) ;
2nd , DiPompo (C) ; 3rd , Gooch (C).
2.38 minutes.
40-yard low hurdles : won "by Sweeney ( B ) ; 2nd , Anderson ( C ) ; 3rd,
Pratt (C). 5.8 seconds.
600-yard r u n : won by Jago (B) ;
2nd , Schoenberger (C); 3rd , Fletcher
(C). 1 minute, 27.7 seconds.
1 mile run: Avon by Rice (B) ; 2nd,
Emery (C) ; 3rd , DiPompo <C) .
4.58.4.
300-yard run: • won by McGlone
( B ) ; 2nd , Merullo (B) ; 3rd Anderson
(C). 34.7 seconds.
High j ump : won 'by Fisher; 2nd ,
"Pratt and Fedorovich (C). 5 feet, 9
2.3 inches.
The Drake University music department has been given 200 orchestral
arrangements.
Indiana University is assisting in
the codification of all of the Hoosier
state's blue laws.
Kent State University's wrestling
team has won 45 straigh t victories on
its home mat.
Sixty-seven foreign countries are
represented in the collection of 18,000
post cards in the University of Kentucky library.
Operators of the Oi'egon State Collego telephone exchange say "number
please " on an average of 2,045 times
a day from 8 A. M. to 6 P. M.
In 22 years, Oklahoma A, & M.'s
wrestling teams have won 125 or 130
wrestling meets.

Dr. Lifeb y Announces
Speaking Plans
Semi-finals for the Goodwin prize
speaking contest will be held tomorrow, Thursday " ' afternoon. Twentyeight students are taking part.
More than $3, 000 in prizes has been
distributed to -winners of the Hallowell contest held Monday night in the
thirty years of its existence v During
their existence awards of well over
§12,000 have "heen made - in Colby's
principal contests, the Goodwin; Hallowell, Montgomery and Coburn.
Arrangements and dates are being
made for debates . with Bates, Maine,
and Bowdoin . and a return debate
with Providence college. They -will
pro'bably take place in . the early part
of April.
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o AT NEW •YORK SCHOOL ONLY - ,
name course may bo> started Ju ly 10,
preparing for early placement.
*lloo Ono and Two Yoar Courses for proparalory and "high school graduates.
BOSTON . . . . 00 Marlborough Stroot
NEW YOHK
230 Park JWonuo

The. life of sa little known .poet has
Final examinations are given only
been recreated by Phoebe Fenwick once every four years in German colGaye. The work , Th e Beggars Opera , leges.
is more widely known than its author.
John Gay was the contemporary of
Pope and Swift and was characterized by Dr. Johnson as "the general
favorite of the whole association of
Wits. " Through the pages of the
book, John Gay, runs a theme—tho
genius of this eighteenth century poet
for friendship.

Anarchism .

The

J lOet

must return to basic principles fox he
"must ta ke pa rt i n th e social stru ggle,
but it is his special duty to preserve
the ideals of liberty and justice." .
"Whon recording . brain waves for
study, University of ,..S outhern California 's Dr. U. ¦ E. Travis amplifies
them 800 ,000 times.

Dur in g th e first h alf of tho curxent
fiscal ye ar , Princeton Univ ersity has

received gifts totalling ,1*1,109,761. ,

locao gssa .

j
KATHAW E ©IBBS

o

Boo thb y & Bartlett Co.

Spencer Winsor, Dwight . Sargent,
and Louis Sacks left .this ' afternoon,
to attend the Wesleyan Parley which
will'be held in Middletown, Conn., on
March 8, 9 and 10, as representatives
of the International . Relations Club
here. The subject at this annual affair at Wtesleyan, University is "American Foreign Policy." •
The subjects will be discussed by
many nationally known authorities in
their field. Senator Gerald Nye and
Professor Borchard of Yale law school
will debate the subj ect of collective
security versus- isolation. American
foreign policy in a post-Munich world
wall be discussed by such authorities
as Eaymond Leslie Buell, president of
the Foreign Policy Association, and
Carleton Beals, author and lecturer.

Bookworm Borrowings

Poetry and

• flslt College Courao Secretary for
"RESULTS, " a booklet of placement in.
formati on, and illustrated catalog.
p Special Course for College Women
opens in Now York and Boston iSoo.fc .
tombor 26, 1939.

Windsor, Sargent, Sacks,
To Hear Many Foreign
Affairs Authorities y

The 30 th annual Montgomery Interscholastic speaking contest has
been announced for May 5. Due to
increasing popularity of this contest,
only one contestant may be entered
from each school in place of two in
previous years. Almost a hundred
high and preparatory schools from, all
New England send representatives
George Fielding Elliot, retired Uhere for this event.
S. Army officer and author, will speak
on "The Eamparts "We "Watch," which
is the title of his recent book. Nathaniel Peffer , authority on the Far East,
and Hamilton Pish Armstrong, editor
a
A New England authoress and . of "Foreign Affairs;" outstanding
group of New England people p lay a periodical in this field , will discuss the
Looks East and
drama with international ramifica- problem "America
'¦
'
*
,,
"
West:
. .
tions in Seasoned Timber a new novel
with a New England background by . Adolph A. Eerie, Jr., former AssistDorothy Canfield. Miss Car_f_eld is ant Secretary of State, and an authwell able to picture the action and ority of international finance, will
drama 'of a small Vermont town. She also be a speaker on the three day
now lives on the original homestead program.
in possession of her family for over
one and three-quarter centuries. The
Approximately one-fourth of the
story centers about Clifford Academy
"University
of Vermont freshmen are
and its principal. . How they decide
scholarship
holders.
issues which are facing the American
people today is a tribute to the inCornell University has ju st acquirherent democracy of these small town ed a collection of 6000 bird specimens
New Englanders.
from all parts >of the world.
At last a biography of that colorA new major in recreational proful figure in our country's early hisgram is now limited on the curriculum
tory has been written. Maj or James
of Massachusetts State College.
R . Jacobs has told , the story of Major
General James Wilkenson under the
In the last 25 years, Colgate debatitle , Tarnished Warrior.
ters have won a greater percentage
Familiar with wide regions of the of victories than have the institution's
more unfamiliar and unsettled re- athletic teams.
gions of our young nation, Wilkenson ,
University of Michigan men sported
as a peace-time frontier commander , corsages- of vegetables at a special
followed a mysterious career. As a party given for them by their co-ed
Revolutionary staff officer and general friends.
in the War of 1812 he had lead a colThe new two-and-a-half ton lens oi
orful military career which had
the
University of Texas observatory
brough t him fame. At last an explais
accurate
to one-millionth of an inch,
nation of his unusual exploits has
It
is
a
foot
thick.
been given.

Herbert Read presents a challenge
to modern poets in his new book

Katharine Gllbs (secretarial training
offers college woman , a practical way
to rido their hobby, or pot lntoiost , right
into a well-paid position. Ovor 2000
calln last yoar, for candidates interested
In writing, drama, sports, travel, etc,

Leavfe Today For
Wesleyan Parley
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light fiction to heavy "biography—for ,
Pearl Buck's New Novel :
A new and fighting China signifies this is a book that can be* enjoyed
the setting for Pearl Buck's new with equal pleasure by all who read it.
novel, "The Patriot." Once again On the Aisle:
this famous American .novelist has
Powder and "Wig .gave one of the
written a hook about the country she finest dramatic productions ever seen
knows and loves so wellvand this new at Colby with its striking performance
story may "be compared favorably of Karel Capek's play, R. IT. E. It
with her prize-winning "G-ood Earth." was a pleasure to see this play given
"The Patriot'' has the same lasting so finished and well-directed a perand emotional appeal which distingu- formance as the one we saw last
ished its predecessors at. .-the time of Thursday evening. The scenery arid
their publication.
lighting effects were in keeping with
The story concerns itself , primar- the high standard of the play itself.
ily, "with the life and adventures of
Elizabeth Buckner performed her
I-wan, the son of a rich Chinese bank- role as the daughter of the President
er. 1-wan, in the course oi his studies of R. U. R. in a very satisfactory
at the public university, "becomes in- manner. ' Mortimer Lenk portrayed
volved in the student revolutionary the only character role of the evening
movement. The head of this band of as Mr. "Alquist , the architect, and he
Chinese students is a poor . peasant performed this difficult role with a
named Liu En-lan, who plays a very great deal of feeling and insight.
important role in the latter section of Special credit should also go to Barthe book as one of the leaders of the bara Mitchell and Maurice Searle for
Chinese Communists in. their fight their restrained • interpretations of
against the Japanese. I-wan, in order their . roles in the Epilogue; for these
to escape death because of his promi- two roles might have easily been made
nence in the revolutionary movement, farcical if they had not been handled
had to flee to Japan and live'at the in the right manner. On the whole,
home 'of Mnraki , one of his father's all the parts were well cast and the
dearest friends.
fine mariner in which the play was
produced
may be largely traced to
Many- adventures befell I-wan in
this
fact.
this strange country, which seems on
the surface half-eastern and halfIt was almost impossible to make
western. - The most important event out many of the lines of the play be r
which took place during his stay in cause of the faulty diction, of some
Japan was his marriage to Tama, the of . the participants and this column
daughter of . Mr.. Muraki. I-wan was hopes, that this defect will not be
forced to .make the choice between present to mar the next and anxioushis foster-country and his mother- ly awaited Powder and Wig produccountry when the Sino-Chinese War tion.
broke out in 1936. He returned home
to find a new China determined to
drive out the Japanese invader from
her borders and once again re-estab- Dine and Danc e
Opp. Stadium
lish herself as one of the great nations
We
Still
Have
Your Favorite
of the world. .
LUNCHES
and
DRINKS
The novel ends on a triumphant
note of joy as tiie New China, gradually moving inland towards India, is
proclaimed by Chiang Kai-Shek as his "When you say it with f lowers
, Say h
ultimate goal in the reconstruction of
with Ours"
his nation. It gives this reviewer
great pleasure to 'be able to recomMitchell J s Flower Shop
mend this book to all readers, even
though their interests may range from 144 Main St. Tel. 467-W — 467-R

Student's Private Tutor
"COLLEGE OUTLINES"
On Sale

Colby College Bookstoire

Room 12

Charnplin Hall

FRI. & SAT., MARCH 10-11
Double Feature Program !
"COME ON RANGERS?'
with
Roy Rogers
Co-Feature !
"TOUGH KID"
with
Frj ixilcie Darro
Also Serial and Cartoon

-STARTS SAT., MARCH llth_

nl

MON. & TUES,, MARCH 13-14
2 Outstanding Features I
"STAND UP .AND FIGHT"
with
Wallace Beery
Robert Taylor
Co-Foature!
"WHILE NEW YORK
SLEEPS"
with
Michael Wlialen—Jean Rogers
Cluck Chandler

Olivia m
DeHavilland
M
John Payne
f|J
-Wed., Mar. 14-1 5 JfH
Biff Fea tures
fH
PER TAKES
m
A TRIP" IS
Constance |§|
d
Bennett §6L.
U
EA 2nd Hit
W
.SIDE STORY"
jH
-Fri., Mar. 16-17 -§H .
a New Features
§§H
te

ffi

WE ST POINT " m :
Tom IS
,
a_ d
Brown S
, ER ON
\' I
.
THE SAGE" 1
Bill boyu
J ;j |

im^mmkmM

s Annex
Painter'
¦ • ' ' ¦¦ ;
: 'J :
' .. . :; " . - ;, .(Leo 's)7:^ 7V--: ' ' ;- , :v-

Lunches. GoodsDrmks, 3 for 25c
10 Comnion ,.St,|dp^., Opera House

j

JEFFS TAP ROOM

¦
^
T.-MON.
ia
IARCH 11-13
fGS OF
la
THE NAVY" m

:e of

**

Manuscrip ts And Melodies
A New One For Your Bull Sessions

y

WED. & THUR S., March 15-16
Double Feature Program 1 '
"FLIRTING WITH FATE"
with
Joe E , Brown
Co-f oaturo !
"RIDE A CROOKED MILE" .
with
Alrim Tamiroff , Lief Erickson
Francos Farmer,
Lynno Overman

Olilrlbut. d by RKC RACIO Ptctur«i Ine

Plus the Feature
"STAR OF MIDNIGHT"
¦ with
„ GINGER ROGERS
WM. POWELL
STARTS WED., MAR CH lStli
Tho Notable French Film !
"GRAND ILLUSION" '
Awarded Fir _ 4 Prizo for tho
Bast'Picture from any
" Country in the 'World I

1 Thrift Matinee
f fh ^%
• EVERY TUES. I
J.
I/C
,i
*
y
Play SCREENO Every
MON; ¦'-& WED . EVENIN GS '
;¦
$25 'FREE CASH PRIZES
, .. ,
Plus GIANT $50 OR
MORE!
• ¦' '
' '
'
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Colby To Be Host

For Peace Conference
¦

A deputation team, of students from
Boston will be at Colby to conduct
the annual Peace Conference of
Maine Colleges. The purpose is to
discuss peace work and its progress
on ¦the campuses. Meetings- will be
held Saturday, March - 11, in the
Alumnae Building, at 2:00, from 4:15
to 5 :45 and from 7 :00 to 9:00.
:;

The committee in charge of the
conference consists of D oris Russell,
chairman, Mary Jones, Jane "Soule,
Frances Gray, Alleen Thompson,
Hayda Yarnins, and Fletcher Eaton.
Everyone is invited to come to the
meetings. "Watch for posters for
"
'further, details.
Plans are being made for a Peace
Coffee, Friday evening at 6:45 in the
Alumnae Building. The speaker has
not yet been decided upoTi. The Interfaith team wrere speakers
at a meeting of the South China
Grange, Saturday. A ' luncheon was
first served; then the pro-gram followed the business " meetixig. Spencer
Winsor, accompanied by Ada Vinecour, sang a solo. The speakers were
Harley Bubar, Louis Sacks, James
Williams and Robert Mitchell. An
interesting question period followed
the discussion of "Freedom in a Democracy" "by the team.

NOEL'S TAP ROOM
23 SILVER STREET

J. O. MICHAUD
Barber Shop
Temple Street
2 Chairs Available at all times

French Writer

lighting effects were "certainly wejl
; managed. Many of those who saw
(Continued from page 1)
the performance are of the opinion
•"Conquete," "Etat des Forces en that , it was the hest given here in rePrance," and "Les Papillons Verts." cent years. ' It is quite probable that
M. Frederix will have a busy two a second performance will be given in
days while in Waterville. Thursday the near future.
afternoon. at 4:00 ,.he will meet with
Other members of the . cast were
Le Cercle Francais in the Alumnae Sulla, a rohotess, Estelle Rogers ; Dr.
Building. . Thursday night at 7:30 , he Gall, a phsiologist, Samuel "Warren ;
will speak on "Fascism-Communism : Mr. Fabrey, an Engineer, "Woodrow
Where, How, "When?" All are invit- Hall ; Dr. Hallemeier, a psychologist,
ed. Friday at 10:25, M. Frederix will Earle Higgins; Consul Busman, the
address the classes in Modern Euro- Treasurer, Nathanael Guptill ; Nana,
pean History and in European Gov- Helena's companion, Elizabeth Fitzernment and Politics on the French gerald ; Primus, a robot, Maurice
lon Mu , honorary Chemistry society ;
political parties. Friday at 4 :00, he Seai-le; "Helena," a robotess, Barbara
vice president of CM Gamma Sigma,
will meet with the International Re- Mitchell ; and other robots, Lester
honorary Physics society ; applicant
lations Club in the . Alumnae Building Jolovitz, Stedman Howard, William
for Rhodes Scholarship ; student inand will discuss the subject , "Will Tucker, Oilman Taylor, Hehry Johnstructor in the Chemistry department ;
Europe Destroy Herself?" Finally on son, Harold Seaman, Fred Sargent,
Radio club; Math club. Geral d ArmFriday evening:, President Johnson has and Wendell Brooks.
strong has expressed his desire to coninvited the faculty to gather at his
Ori the producing force were Edna |tinue in the field of chemistry , most
home to meet M. Frederix. At that Slater, Mary Buckner, direction ; Marlikely Industrial Chemical Research.
time he will talk on "Europe after garet Johnson, Estelle Rogers, offGilbert Hutchinson: Chemistry maMunich : Appeasement or War?"
stage noises; John Pendleton, Conjor;
member of Alpha Tau Omega
This will be an unique opportunity stance Averell, Clayton Young, lights;
for students to get an understanding Alfred Gilbert , Arlene Paine, Frances fraternity ; vice president of Chi Epsiof conditions in France and in Europe Gray, Patrick Martin , Helen Belyea, lon Mu , honorary Chemistry society ;
as seen 'by a serious and authoritative properties; Hugh Kirkwood, Rhoda president of the honorary Physics society, Chi Gamma Sigma; applicant
commentator.
"Wein, Constance Averell, Gilman
for Rhodes Scholarship ; student inTaylor, Harold- Johnson, setting; Gorstructor in the Physics department;
don Richardson, Mildred Colwell,
Camera club ; Glee club ; Freshman
Phyllis Chapman, Jean Coyle, Roger
(Continued from page 1)
track ; reporter for the ECHO . Next
Stebbins, masks and art work.
year, Gilbert Hutchinson will continue
characters, Elizabeth Buckner and
The Robot's uniforms were lent by in chemistry study in the form of
John Hawes, gave marvelous perform- "William Levine and Sons
Clothing graduate work.
ances of their parts. Miss Buckner Store. Furniture
came from the
Wilsoxi Piper : Economics major ;
played the part of Helena Glory, Crescen t Hotel,
Squire 's, and the member of Delta Upsilon fraternity ;
daughter of the president of the R. U. Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity.
Editomn-Chief of the Colby ECHO ;
R., while John Hawes was Harry
production manager of the Radio
Domin, business manager of the firm.
staff ; assistant managing editor of the
The two principal robots, Harry Co. (Continued from page 1)
Colby Oracle ; Debating club; Reprehen ("Marius"), and John Pendleton
("Radius") acted their parts especi- ests , and soundness of generl aduca- sentative of Colby at the National
Student Congress of Pi Kappa Delta
ally well. The movements of all the tion.
in.
Kansas and delegate to provincial
robots were very well directed and
Of the seven seniors elected this
convention
in Michigan ; first and secperformed. Mortimer Lenk, as old year, three are Chemistry majors, one
ond
prize
winner at two consecuAlquist, the last human being left on English, one History, one Economics,
tive
Hallowell
speaking contests ; son
earth after the revolt of the robots, and one Psychology.
;
gave an exceptionally good soliloquy
The following is a brief biography of Colby Rhodes Scholarship candiin the epilogue.
of their four years stay at Colby Col- date. Wilson Piper will also continue
in graduate work.
The atmosphere and suspense of lege.
•
the whole play sent shivers through
Merlyne Magnus: Psychology maGerald Armstrong: Chemistry mamany a spine in the audience. The j or; secretary-treasurer of Chi Epsi- jor; member of Chi Omega sorority ;
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member of Pi. Gamma Mu, honorary
social science society;. German club ;
member of committee in charge of
Women's Col'by Night. Miss Magnu s
graduated in February. At present,
she is at the Yale institute of Human Relationships.
Freda

Abel: . Chemistry
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the way the Rockettes dance and
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major;

president of Chi Omega sorority ; secretary of Cap and Gown society ;
secretary of the Student League ; vice
president of the Bowen. society, honorary biology society,; member of Chi
Epsilon Mu. Miss Abel expressed her
desire to conthrue graduate work, but
at present is still undecided upon her
future studies.
Jeanette Drislco: History major;
member of Delta Delta Delta sorority ;
International Relations club ; Forum
cabinet; Chairman Women's Embassy ;
Inter-sorority sports. Next fall Miss
Drisko will attend Simmons for the
purpose of studying Library Science.
Alice Manley : English major; member of Chi Omega sorority ; Y. W. C.
A. cabinet; Arts club ; Cap and Gown ;
Boardman Society ; Student Forum.
Miss Manley is librarian of the Good
Will School at Hinckley.
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